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1. INTROOUCTI~N 
A general study of the subalgebra systems of idempotent entropic 
algebras was begun in [21], where these systems were considered as 
abstract algebras called idempotent-entropic operator- or IEO-semilattices. 
The current paper examines the structure of these algebras by means of 
various decompositions of them, together with corresponding construction 
methods for recovering the algebras from their decompositions. 
One of the basic construction methods in semigroup theory is A. G. 
Clifford’s “strong semilattice of semigroups,” generalised to other kinds of 
algebra without nullary operations by J. Plonka. This method is now 
referred to as the “Plonka sum.” It arises from a simultaneous con- 
sideration of semilattices both as abstract algebras of general type and as 
categories with finite products. The method is recalled in Section 2, which 
then goes on to introduce a generalisation of the Plonka sum required in 
Section 5. Some of the properties of the generalised Plonka sum are 
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investigated. Section 3 then focuses attention on idempotent entropic 
algebras. Theorem 3.2 shows when such algebras are expressible as Plonka 
sums over their greatest semilattice quotients. It is followed by a brief dis- 
cussion of the scope and limitations of the method. The subsequent section 
carries the projection of an idempotent entropic Q-algebra onto its greatest 
semilattice quotient over to a decomposition of the IEO-semilattice of 
finitely generated subalgebras of the algebra into a meet-distributive 
bisemilattice of sub-IEO-semilattices. This is given in Thereom 4.1. Next, 
Theorem 4.2 lifts the Plonka sum construction of Theorem 3.2 to a Plonka 
sum construction of the Q-reduct of the IEO-semilattice over the meet 
reduct of the bisemilattice, and the Corollary 4.4 examines the Q-reducts of 
the sub-IEO-semilattices of the decomposition. 
As Theorem 4.1 shows, meet-distributive bisemilattices play an impor- 
tant role in the structure of IEO-semilattices. The next two sections are 
thus devoted to decompositions of meet-distributive bisemilattices, which 
then combine with the decomposition in Theorem 4.1 to give more com- 
prehensive decompositions of the IEO-semilattices. There are two major 
classes of meet-distributive bisemilattices, namely semilattices and dis- 
tributive lattices. Section 5 considers an earlier result [20, Corollary 3.53 
decomposing meet-distributive bisemilattices over semilattices, and in 
Theorem 5.1 shows how the generalised Plonka sum of Section 2 may be 
used to retrieve the meet-distributive bisemilattice from this decomposition. 
Theorem 6.1 of Section 6 decomposes meet-distributive bisemilattices over 
distributive lattices. Theorem 6.8 then shows how the meet reduct of a 
meet-distributive bisemilattice may be obtained from the join reduct and 
this decomposition. It is an example of a general idea for constructing 
bisemilattices, based on the observation that a bisemilattice is specified by 
two partial orders. Given one partial order, one may then be able to obtain 
the other on reversing some of the order relationships and preserving the 
rest. In Theorem 6.8, the decomposition of Theorem 6.1 tells which 
relationships to reverse and which to preserve. Propositions 6.4 and 6.5, 
required in the proof of Theorem 6.8, are also of independent interest. They 
show that, for a given semilattice, the partial order < + on the set of finite 
subsemilattices is a locally finite lower semimodular lattice order, while the 
partial order <. is locally finite if and only if the partial order on the 
semilattice is locally finite. 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, Section 7 investigates construction 
methods corresponding to the decomposition of IEO-semilattices over dis- 
tributive lattices obtained by combining the decomposition of Theorem 4.1 
with that of Theorem 6.1. Theorem 7.1 shows that the fibres of this com- 
bined decomposition are Plonka sums over the semilattices appearing as 
libres in the decomposition of bisemilattices given by Theorem 6.1. Then 
Theorem 7.2 completes the construction task begun in Theorem 4.2 by 
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showing how to recover the semilattice reduct of the IEO-semilattice there. 
Finally, Section 8 gives an example illustrating all of the decompositions 
and construction methods discussed in the paper. 
2. SEMILATTICES, PLONKA SUMS, AND A GENERALISATION 
Semilattices are usually thought of algebraically, as commutative idem- 
potent semigroups, or order-theoretically, as partially ordered sets (“meet- 
semilattices”) in which each pair of elements has a greatest lower bound [7, 
1.3; 20, Sect. 11. For the purposes of this paper it is convenient to generalise 
these two points of view. Given a semilattice as a semigroup (S, . ), and an 
operator domain 52 having an operation of arity at least 2, but no nullary 
operations, then one may regard the semilattice as an Q-algebra (S, St) by 
defining the action of an n-ary operation o from Q on S as 
oxS”+S:(S1,S2 )..., S,)HS1.S2* -.a ‘S,. 
Conversely, given an Q-algebra (S, Q), there are identities on the 
operations of Q ensuring the existence of a binary operation . on S such 
that (S,.) is a semilattice with s, . ..s.w=s,. ..s .s, (see [6]). Thus one 
may generalise the algebraic way of looking at semilattices to think of them 
as algebras of arbitrary non-nullary type. The generalisation of the order- 
theoretic way of looking at semilattices regards a (meet-) semilattice 
(S, <.) as a (small) category in which there is a unique morphism x + y iff 
x<. y (cf. [ll, 1.23). The product x1 . ... .x,, of a finite set (x,, . . . . xn} of 
elements of the semilattice is then their product in the categorical sense. 
Throughout this paper these two points of view will be assumed implicitly. 
The two aspects come together in the notion of “Plonka sum,” 
introduced in [16] under the name “sum of a direct system” as a 
generalisation of A. H. Clifford’s “strong semilattice of semigroups” 
[7, Chap. IV]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 52 be an operator domain without nullary 
operations, S a meet semilattice, and F a contravariant functor from S to 
the category of Q-algebras and homomorphisms. For s <. t in S, set 
F(s) = A, and F(s + t) = bt,S: A, + A,. Then the Plonka sum of the algebras 
A, over the semilattice S by the functor F is the disjoint union A of the 
underlying sets A,, s E S, equipped with the R-algebra structure given by 
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In Section 5 of this paper a generalisation of the notion of Plonka sum is 
required. This generalisation is obtained by weakening the requirement of 
functoriality in Definition 2.1. Its properties are summarised in the follow- 
ing theorem. Recall that a regular identity is one in which the sets of 
variables involved in each side are precisely the same, and that semilattices 
satisfy all regular identities. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let D be an operator domain without nullary operations, 
and (S, <. ) a meet semilattice. For each SE S, let an Q-algebra A, be 
specified, and for each pair (s, t) in the relation <. on S, a mapping 
q5r,s: A, + A,. For each Q-operation w, of arity n, andfor sl, . . . . s,, s’, s in S 
with s Q. s1 . . . s,o = s’, let the diagram 
commute. Define an Q-algebra structure on the disjoint union A of the 
underlying sets A,, s E S, by 
w: A,,x . ..A.-+A $,... ,w; 
Then the algebra (A, Sz) satisfies all the regular identities satisfied by each of 
the (A,, Q), with the possible exception of idempotence. 
Proof First, note that the coproduct of the functions A, -+ {s} over s in 
S yields a homomorphism of the algebra (A, 52) onto the semilattices 
(S, Sz). Next, it will be shown that for each derived operator W (notation as 
[4, p. 145]), of arity n, and for elements aiE A,, i= 1, . . . . n, 
aI . ..a.G=a,d s,,s, . ..s.w . ..a.4 S”,S, . ..s.* W. (2.2) 
The proof goes by induction on the number of Q-operations constituting W, 
the result holding by the definition of 52 on A if this number is 1. 
Otherwise, suppose a, . ..a.@=a, . ..a.a,+, ...ai+mwai+m+l . ..a.w for 
an m-ary operation w  of iR and an (n - m + 1 )-ary derived operator w. 
Let s’==s;+, ...s~+~w, s=s, . ..s.,W=sl . ..s’...s.w<.s’. Then by the 
induction hypothesis 
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al . ..a.c=a, -..aiai+,#,+,,,, ...ai+m#s.+, ,,ClIai+,+l .-.a,w I . 
= a14,,,, ...ai~s,,s(ai+,~,+,,,, ~~-ai+m~s,+,,s~~) 4d,, 
Xai+rn+l 4 h+m+l,s ‘--an4sn,sw 
=a14,,,, ...ai~s,,sai+,~,i+,.s ..-aj+,ds,+m.sW 
Xai+,+14,+~+,,, -..an4sn,sw 
= a14,,,, ...an4s,,s* 
as required, the penultimate equality holding by the commuting of (2.1). 
Now let x1 . ..x.w = y, ... y, w’ be a regular identity satisfied by each of 
the (A,, 52) in which w  and w’ are derived operators (i.e., the identity is not 
idempotent). Set x1 := a, E A,,, . . . . x, := a, E A,, y1 := b, E A,,, . . . . y, := 
b,E A,“. Since (x1, . . . . x,} = {y,, . . . . y,>, one has {sr, . . . . s,} = (t,, . . . . t,>, 
whence s1 . ..s.,,w=s~. ... .s,=tl. ... .t,=tl . ..t.w’=s, say. Then by 
(2.2) a, . ..a.,,w=a,#,,., ...a,rj,,,,sw and 6, . ..b.w’=b,rj,,,, ...b,d,,,sw’. 
Since ai4s,,s, bjq5,,,, E A,, where the identity x1 . . . x, w  = y, . . . y, w’ holds, 
a,Ls ~~-am4s,,sw=hi,,,s . ..b.~+5,~,,w’, whencea, . ..a.,,w=b, . ..b.,w’, as 
required. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let each of the (A,, Q) be idempotent. Then (A, 9) is 
idempotent iff each of the mappings #s,s: A, + A, is the identity mapping. 
Proof: Let w be an n-ary operation in Q, and a an element of A, for 
some s. Then by the definition of the action of Sz on A, a ... aw in A is 
a4s,.y ...a1~5~,~ in A,, i.e., ati,, by the idempotence of (A,, 52). Thus 
a . . . ao = a in A iff aq5s,s = a. 1 
The following proposition and its corollary summarise results that are 
well known, but for which explicit formulations are hard to find in the 
literature (the closest to Corollary 2.5 probably being [9, Corollary 2.81). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. A non-trivial semilattice cannot satisfy a non-regular 
identity. 
Proof: Suppose that a semilattice S satisfies the non-regular identity 
XIX2 “‘X,w, = y, ... ynw2, where without loss of generality x, 4 
{y,, . . . . y,}. Then S satisfies x1x2 ...x2w1 =x2 . ..xzw2. i.e., x1 2.x,. For 
elements a, b of S, this implies a 3, b and b >,. a, i.e., a = b. Thus S is 
trivial. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let Q be an operator domain having an operation of 
arity at least 2, but no nullary operations. Let V be a variety of Q-algebras, 
and S the variety of semilattices regarded as Q-algebras. Then 
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(i) S is specified by the set of all regular identities; 
(ii) V 2 S ijjf V is specified purely by regular identities. 
Consideration of Proposition 2.4 allows a more precise specification of 
the identities satisfied by the algebra (A, 52) of Theorem 2.2. 
PROFQSITION 2.6. If the semilattice (S, <.) of Theorem 2.2 is non-trivial, 
and each ~p~,~ = IA,, then the identities satisfied by the algebra (A, Q) there 
are precisely the regular identities satisfied by each of the (A,, a). 
Proof By Theorem 2.2, (A, Sz) satifies all the regular identities satisfied 
by each of the (A,, Q), with the possible exception of idempotence. Since 
each (A,, Q) is a subalgebra of (A, Q), these are the only regular identities 
that (A, 0) can satisfy. Were (A, Q) to satisfy a non-regular identity, then 
so would its quotient (S, 52), contradicting the non-triviality of (S, G.) by 
Proposition 2.4. 1 
Note that Plonka sums are a special case of the construction of 
Theorem 2.2, since the functoriality in Definition 2.1 guarantees the com- 
muting of diagram (2.1). Conversely, under certain conditions algebras 
constructed according to Theorem 2.2 may also be obtained as Plonka 
sums. Let K be a class of Q-algebras for an operator domain Q without 
nullary operations. Let V be the variety of Q-algebras satisfying the regular 
identities satisfied by the algebras in K. Then by Theorem 2.2 (and 
Corollary 2.3 if appropriate), algebras (A, Q) constructed by the 
generalisation (with @,,, = 1 A, if necessary) from algebras (A,, 0) in K 
belong to the variety V. Now under particular hypotheses on the class K, 
Theorem I of [IS] shows that algebras in V can be represented as Plonka 
sums of algebras in K. However this, or indeed any, representation of the 
algebra (A, Q) as a Plonka sum may well decompose it into subalgebras 
other than the (A,, Q) used for the generalised sum. As an elementary 
example, take K and V to be the variety of semilattices. These certainly 
satisfy the hypotheses of Plonka’s theorem. Let (S, <.) be the meet-semilat- 
tice given by natural numbers less than 3 under the usual ordering, so that 
s . t = min(s, t). Then the set A of subsets of S containing 2 under the 
semilattice operation of union is obtained as the generalised sum of its 
subalgebras A, = { {2}}, A, = { { 1,2} ), A, = { {0,2}, (0, 1,2}} on setting 
{ 1, 2}4,,, = (0, 1, 2}, (2}&, = (0, 2}, and d,,, = l,, for each s in S. But A 
cannot be obtained as a Plonka sum of these subalgebras. If it could be, 
there would be just two possible choices for di,O. But taking { 1,2}4,,, = 
(0, 1,2} would imply (0,2} = (2) u {0,2) = {2}42,0u {0,2}40,0 = 
(0, 1, 2j u {0,2) = (0, 1,2j, while setting { 1,2}#,,,= {0,2) would imply 
(0, 172) = (62) u (072) = {1,2)4,,,~ {0,2)4,,, = {0,2)u (032) = 
{0,2}. Plonka’s theorem decomposes A as a sum of one copy of A. 
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3. PLONKA SUMS OF IDEMP~TENT ENTROPIC ALGEBRAS 
Let 52 be an operator domain having an operation of arity at least 2, but 
no nullary operations. Let V be a variety of Q-algebras, and S the variety 
of semilattices regarded as Q-algebras. By [ 12, V.11.3, Theorem 51 the 
forgetful functor V n S + V has a left adjoint, the unit of the adjunction 
being the projection 8 of a V-algebra A onto its “largest” semilattice 
quotient. Since semilattices are idempotent, the tibres &‘(aO) for each 
element a of A are subalgebras of A. Let rcV denote the class consisting of 
all such fibres for each element of each V-algebra. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A variety V of algebras having an operation of arity at 
least 2, but no nullary operations, is said to have non-regular fibres over 
semilattices iff a non-regular identity holds in the (variety generated by the) 
class KV. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let V be an idempotent entropic variety having non- 
regular fibres over semilattices. Then each V-algebra is a Plonka sum over its 
greatest semilattice quotient. 
Proof Let x1x2 ...x,wl = y, . f . y, w2 be a non-regular identity holding 
in KV, say without loss of generality x, $ {y,, . . . . y,}. Then in particular 
x1x2 “‘X2W, =x2 . ..x2w2=x2. Set x,x,p :=x1x2 . ..x2w1. so that 
holds in I#. 
x1x2p=x2 (3.1) 
Now let A be a V-algebra, and 8: A + S its projection onto its greatest 
semilattice quotient. Note that 
Va,b,cEA, aO>,.bO=cfI=>bap=cap (3.2) 
since bup = bcpbupp = bbpcupp = cap, the first and third equalities following 
from (3.1) and the second from the entropic law. Define F: S + V by 
F(s)=&‘(s) and F(s<. t)=4r,s: A,+A,; abbbap for some b with be=s. 
By (3.2) the definition of #(,: is independent of the particular choice of b. 
By (3.1) each #,., is the identity on O-‘(s). The #,,, are V-homomorphisms, 
since for an n-ary operation o and a,, . . . . a,,, b in A with aitI = t, be = s, one 
has a, ...a,w#5, = ba, “.a,wp = b...bwa, . ..a.wp = ba,p...ba,pw= 
al4,, . . . an4t,sw. Then F is a functor, since for s <. t <, u and a0 = u, be = t, 
ce = s, one has adu,,dr,s = bap4,,s = cbapp = ccpbapp = cbpcapp = cap = 
afL. Finally, the algebra A is recovered as the Plonka sum of the algebras 
A, over S since for each operation w  of arity n, and for a,, . . . . a, in A with 
u,e=si, s=s ,,..., s,,w, a E O-‘(s), the action of w  on (a,, . . . . a,) in the 
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Plonka sum is a,~,,,,~...a,~,~,,o=aa,p...aa,po=a...aoa, . ..a.op= 
a1 . ..a.o. 1 
Of the examples of idempotent entropic algebras given in [21], semilat- 
tices, normal bands, and quasigroups are covered by Theorem 3.2. The 
class KS is trivial, so (3.1) becomes xi = x2. If V is the variety of normal 
bands, then KV is the class of rectangular bands, (3.1) taking say the form 
xZxlxz=x2 (cf. [7, Proposition IV.5.143; [lo]). If V is the variety of 
idempotent entropic quasigroups, then V n S is trivial, so that rcV = V. 
In this case (3.1) becomes, say, x,\(x,xJ=x2 (cf. [3, p. 93). Further 
examples are given by the varieties of groupoids introduced in [S, 133, and 
by the idempotent medial algebras dealt with in [14, 15, 171. 
For an example of a variety of idempotent entropic algebras not having 
non-regular fibres over semilattices, one may take the variety V generated 
by the bounded convex sets in finite-dimensional Euclidean space as in [21, 
Example 2.41, but with just those operations (a, 6) H Ila + (1 - Il)b coming 
from 1 in the open interval (0, 1). The free algebra on two generators is just 
the closed interval [0, 11. Its greatest semilattice quotient is the free 
semilattice on two generators, the corresponding congruence classes being 
(0) and {l} (the free generators of the semilattice) and (0, 1). The class 
just consisting of the free semilattice on two generators generates the 
variety S, so by Corollary 2.5, V is specified purely by regular identities. 
However, V is the variety generated by XV, since the open interval (0, 1) in 
V generates V. Altogether, the problem of constructing an algebra out of its 
congruence classes becomes somewhat bizarre if the algebra itself appears 
as a subalgebra of one of these classes. A similar situation, namely that 
occurring here on just taking A= l/2, is discussed in [S]. 
4. DECOMPOSITIONS OF IEO-SEMILATTICES OVER BISEMILATTICES 
From now on, let A denote an idempotent entropic Q-algebra, and 
8: A -+ S the projection onto its greatest semilattice quotient. By [21, 
Theorem 6.11, there is an IEO-semilattice homomorphism 
0: (Fg A, + , Sz) -+ (Fg S, -t , Q) such that the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
6% Q) -5 ($52) A 0% S, a) 
II I 
lFgS (4.1) 
(@A, +,a) 
e 
’ (FgS, +,Q). 
If G=(x(xEX) for a finite subset X of A, then GO= (xBlx~X)= 
{CZOlUEG} =GB. 
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Just as semilattices may be taken to be Q-algebras, so meet-distributive 
bisemilattices may be taken to be IEO-semilattices with operator domain 
( + } u 52. Conversely, if the SZ-reduct (B, a) of an IEO-semilattice 
(B, + , 9) is a semilattice, then (B, + , 52) is a meet-distributive bisemilat- 
tice in this sense. This is the case here for (Fg S, +, a), which is just the 
free meet-distributive bisemilattice over the semilattice (S, - ), as considered 
in [20]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be an idempotent entropic Q-algebra, and 8: A -+ S 
the projection onto its greatest semilattice quotient. Then the IEO-semilattice 
(Fg A, + , 52) has the projection 8: (Fg A, + ,52) + (Fg S, + , Q); G H Gtl 
onto the meet-distributive bisemilattice (Fg S, + , . ). 
Proof It merely remains to check that 0 surjects. Let K be ,a finitely 
generated subsemilattice of S. Then K is finite, since the variety of semilat- 
tices is locally finite. One may thus choose a finite subset X of A such that 
XfI=K. Then (X) in FgA satisfies (X>@=(MI)=K. 
The following theorem shows that one can recover (Fg A, Q) from the 
decomposition in Theorem 4.1 if the conditions of Theorem 3.2 obtain. 
Later, Theorem 7.2 will show how (Fg A, + ) may be recovered. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let V be a variety of idempotent entropic algebras having 
non-regular Jibres over semilattices. Let A be a V-algebra, and 0: A + S the 
projection onto its greatest semilattice quotient. Then there is a functor F 
from the semilattice (Fg S,.) to the category of Q-algebras and 
homomorphisms with 
(i) F(K)= O-‘(K) and 
(ii) F(L<.K) = @k,,:@-‘(K) -+ 8-‘(L); G t+ {g#gB,gB.IlgEG, 
IEL). 
(for finite(-ly generated) subsemilattices K, L of S, the mapping 4 being as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.2), by which the Q-reduct (Fg A, In) of the 
IEO-semilattice (Fg A, + , 52) is a Pfonka sum. 
Proof It first has to be checked that F is indeed a functor as claimed. 
To begin with, note that, for an n-ary operation o and elements g,, . . . . g, 
of A, 1, , ,.,, 1, of S, with g=g, .--g,w, l=l, ...ln~, 
(4.2) 
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This holds since 
by Definition 2.1 
= g14,,e.,e., . ..gndg.e.ge.m 
by the functoriality of 4 
= g14,,e,*e4ge,ge./ .“g”~*“e,*e~ge,*e.I~, 
by the functoriality of 4 
= g,&,e,ge . . . &4g,e, ge4ge. ge .I, 
since 4gB, gO _, is a homomorphism 
= g1 .‘. w4ge,ge~l? by Definition 2.1. 
From (4.2) it follows immediately that G@,, is a subalgebra of A. 
To show that G@,, is a finitely generated subalgebra of A, let 
G = (g, , . . . . g,) and L= (I,, . . . . 1,). Let gEG, IEL, say g=g, . ..g.,,w, 
and I=I, . . . lnwZ as words in the generators. Let the mn-ary derived 
operation o be defined by x1, ..‘x,,,, ...xIn . ..x.,,,,o=x~, . ..x.,,rw, ... 
Xl, . ..x.,w,w2. Then g=g, . ..g.,,w,=gr . ..g.wz...gm...gmw2w1= 
g1 "'gmw, .--g, "'gmw,W2=g, -..g, . ..g. . ..g.,,o and I=I, . ..l.,wz= 
11 . . . 1, w, . . .l, . . . 1, w, w2 = I, . . .I, . . . 1” .. . Inca, so that the typical element 
gd ge,I of @hL may be expressed as g#,e,r= g, ... g, ... g, a.. 
gmWdgl . ..g....g, . ..g.~e,~~ . ..I. . ..~....I,w = gi$gle,gle.~I ..*~IPI~~,~,~,B.I, **. 
g, dg,e, g,O. ,” . . . g,$n,,e, g,,e. /,o, the latter equality following from (4.2). This 
shows that G@,,, is generated by the finite set { gidg,e, g,e.,, / 1 d i < m, 
1 <j<n}. 
Now L<.K means K.L=L. Let 1eL. Then l=k.l’ for some kEK, 
1’ E L. Since G8 = GO = K, there is an element g of G with g0 = k. Then the 
element g#,e, ge .I, of G@K,L has go. 1’ = k .I’ = 1 as its image under 8, i.e., 
G@,,O 2 L. Conversely, the &image of the typical element gb,e,,e ., of 
GO,, is gf3.1~ K-L = L, so that G@,, E L. Thus Qi,, does indeed 
map Q-‘(K) into W’(L). To check that @K,L is a homomorphism, let o 
be an n-ary operation and G,, . . . . G,,E@-l(K). Then G1 ...G,,w@~,~= 
{Sl -%Pbgl g.oe,gl ...g.we./l . ..tnol gi E Gt, lie LI = {g14gle,gle.~I ... 
gn~~,e,b-.e~~. OIgiEGi, liEL}=G,@K,L . . . G, Qi,, Lo as required, the middle 
equality following from (4.2). 
To verify the functoriality, suppose first that G8 = L. Then G@,,, = 
jgbge ge.IlgEG, IeLI 2 ldge.ge g 1 E G} = G. Conversely, for 1~ L = GO, 
there ‘is some g’ in G with g’8 = 1. Then the typical element g4RB, gB., of 
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GQh. may be written as g$ ge, ge I = &,e, ge gpe = gd,e, ge.. gegreo = 
g . . . gg’ogp E G with some operation w  of arity at least 2, the last equality 
following from (3.2). Thus cD~,~= le-lCL,). Now suppose K>. La, M in 
(FgS, <,); in particular L.M=M. Then for GEQ-l(K), GcD~,~@~,,,= 
[$ge,,e.,(geG, IeLI @L,M= {g4 g ge.,~ge.,,ge.,.mlgEG, l~Lm~~l= e, 
ge,ge.,.mlgEG, MEL, m~~}={g~ge,ge.m~lm’~~}=G~K,M, ~0 that 
@K,L@l.,M= @KM, and F is indeed a functor with the required properties. 
Finally, it remains to show that (Fg A, Q) is the algebra constructed as a 
Plonka sum of the Q-‘(K) over Fg S in this way. Let w  be an n-ary 
operation, and Gi E 0 - ’ ( Gi), i = 1, . . . . n. Then in the Plonka sum, G, . . . G,o 
= G,@ G,t’.G, . ..G.wO --.G,,@ G.e.q . ..Gnwe* = ig14g,e,g1e.h ...gn4gne,gne.~nl 
g,E Gi, lip G1 ...Gnwe) = (gl...gnW~g,...g,we,8,...g.oe.I ,... ,noIgiEGi, 
liEG, -G,wO} = {g, . ..gnw~g....gnoe,g,...g.oe.geIgiEGi, geG,...G,w} 
= {g, . ..g.,wg...gw’g, ..-g,wpIgiEGi,gEG1 -..G,w} = G1 --.G,win 
(Fg A, 52) as required, w’ being some operation of arity at least 2, the third 
equality holding by (4.2). 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. The mapping Qp,,: Q-‘(K) + Q-‘(L) of Theorem 4.2 
is also a + -homomorphism. 
Proof. For G, G’ in Q-‘(K), 
(G+G’)@,,= (8, . ..gnW~g....gnwe,8,...g.oe.~Igi~GUG’,l~Lj 
= hl *-gnw$g, g,,oe. g, g.oe. I, .~“a I gi E G U G’, li E L) 
= {gldgle.g,e.,, . ..gn~g.e.g,e.[.WIgiEGuG’, lt~L} 
= G@,, + G’@,,, 
the penultimate equality following from (4.2). m 
An identity on an algebra is said to be subregular if the set of variables 
appearing on one side is a subset of those appearing on the other. (The 
identity is regular if this subset is improper.) An identity is said to be linear 
if variables appear at most once on each side. The following corollary of 
Theorem 4.2 may be compared with [21, Proposition 2.21, which remarked 
that (Fg A, Q) satisfies all the regular linear identities satisfied by (A, a). 
COROLLARY 4.4. In the context of Theorem 4.2, the Q-fibres 
(Q-‘(K), Sz) in (Fg A, 52) satisfy all the subregular linear identities satisfied 
by the t?-fibres (O-‘(s), a) in (A, 9). 
Proof. Let x1 . ..x.wr =xlj ...xdwz, with injection i: { 1, . . . . m} --f 
{ 1, --*> n}, be a subregular linear identity holding in the Mbres. Let K be a 
finite subsemilattice of S, and X,, . . . . X,, elements of Q-‘(K). Then 
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x, . ..x.w, 
It must be shown that this latter set is X,j . . . Xmiw2. Certainly the typical 
element x1, ...x,,~w, of X,j . ..Xmiw2. with xiigXii, takes the form 
xlj "'x~jw2~x~,...x,-w28,x~ . . ..x.w~# on choosing xk such that x,8 = xv0 for k 
not in the image of the injection j, this being possible since X,0 = X,f?. 
Conversely, consider Xij .. .x,,,jwzb,,, ...x,,,w2B,x, ,..x.w,8 for xi in Xi. Since 
. ..x.w,~EK=K...Kw,=X~~~...X~~~W,=X’~~...X~~W,~, there are 
%ments Y,, of X,,. (for ke { 1, . . . . m}) such that xi ..-x,w,e= 
Ylj ...YmjW2e* Then by (3.21, xlj ...X~jw2~x,,...xmjw2~,xI ...xnwl~=xlj ... 
xmjw*4xl, xm,w~,Yl,.~-Ym,w2~ = Ylj ... YmjW2Xlj “‘xmjw2p = y,xvp-.. 
YmjxmjxmjPwZ E xlj . . . Xmj w2, as required. 1 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF BISEMILATTICES OVER SEMILATTICES 
The previous section showed that, given the projection 8: A + S of the 
idempotent entropic algebra A onto its greatest semilattice quotient, then 
the IEO-semilattice (Fg A, +, Q) could be projected onto the meet- 
distributive bisemilattice (Fg S, + , .). To decompose Fg A further one may 
decompose Fg S. This section and the next investigate such decompositions 
and some corresponding construction methods. 
One decomposition introduced in [20, Corollary 3.51 arises on noting 
that (S, .,.) is a meet-distributive bisemilattice, and then applying [20, 
Theorem 3.11 or [21, Theorem 6.11 to the identity mapping on S. This 
produces the homomorphism 
K: (Fg S, + ,.) + (S,.,.); KH n k. 
ksK 
The following theorem shows how the generalised Plonka sum of 
Theorem 2.2 may be used to recover (Fg S, + , .) from this decomposition. 
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THEOREM 5.1. For s<, t in S, define ~5,,~: z-‘(t) + II-‘(S); KI- Ku {s). 
Then the mappings #,,, yield (Fg S, + , . ) as the generalised Plonka sum of 
the meet-distributive bisemilattice (n-‘(s), + ,.) over S as in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof With CO respectively as + and . , and with Kit n-‘(s,) for 
i = 1,2, the corresponding diagrams (2.1) on the klement level are 
and 
WI u b>, K,u {s)) -W,, &I- W, u {wz), K,u (wz}) 
1 
K,.&u (4 4 I K,.K,. 
Thus the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. Further, since the upper 
right hand corner of (2.1) gives the action of o in the generalised Plonka 
sum, these diagrams show that (Fg S, + , .) is the algebra constructed. [ 
6. DECOMPOSITION OF BISEMILATTICES OVER LATTICES 
The decomposition of (Fg S, + , .) (and hence of (Fg A, + , a)) studied 
in the previous section was over the semilattice (S, .,.), considered as a 
meet-distributive bisemilattice. This section investigates a decomposition 
over a meet-distributive bisemilattice that is a distributive lattice, together 
with a corresponding construction method. 
A subsemilattice U of the semilattice S is said to be initial if U= 1 U, the 
set of elements of S lying below elements of U. The complex product 
Ui . Uz of two initial subsemilattices U,, U2 is just their set-theoretic inter- 
section U, n U2, since for elements ui of Ui, ulul <. ui, whence 
uluz E U, n Uz, and conversely each element u of U1 n U2 is the element 
u=u-u of u,.uz. It follows that the subsemilattice U, + Uz = 
U1 u U2 u U1 . U, of S generated by U, and U2 is just their set-theoretic 
union U, u U1. In particular, the initial subsemilattices form a sub- 
bisemilattice (In S, + , . ) of (Sub S, + , . ) that is also a sublattice of the 
distributive power-set lattice (2’, u, n ) of the set S. 
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THEOREM 6.1. For a semilattice (S, .), there is a meet-distributive 
bisemilattice homomorphism 
J:(SubS, +,.)-+(InS, +,.);Kw 1K 
onto the distributive lattice (In S, + ,.) of initial subsemilattices of S. For 
each initial subsemilattice U, the fibre ( 1 -l(U), + ,.) is a semilattice 
considered as a meet-distributive bisemilattice. 
ProoJ: Let K,, K, be subsemilattices of S. Then 1 (K, . Kz) = 
{s~SI3k~~K~.sGk,k~dk~}= lK,n JK,= JK,-JK,, so that 1 is a 
. -homomorphism. Also, 1 (K, + K,) = 1 (K, u K, u K, . K2) = {S E S I3ki E 
Ki.s<kI or s<k, or s<k,.kz}={sES13ki~Ki.s<k, or s<kk,}= 
1 K, u 1 K2 = 1 K, + 1 K,, so that 1 is a + -homomorphism. Now suppose 
that JK,= JK2. Then k,EK1*k,E JK,= JK,=-3kzEKz.k,<k2, i.e., 
k,=k,kz,sothatK,~KK,.K,,andsimilarlyK,~K,.K,.ThusK,+K,= 
K,vK,uK,~K~EK~~K~cK,uK~vK~~K~=K,+K~. @ 
COROLLARY 6.2. Two subsemilattices K, L of S lie in a subsemilattice of 
(Sub S, + , . ) ijJf they lie in a 1 -fibre. 
ProoJ: Suppose K < + L and K>. L. Then Ks L implies JKG IL. 
Conversely, let XE IL, say x<l~L. Then K.L=L=IkEK, I’EL. 
k.l’=l, i.e., I<k. Thus x<k, so that XE SK. 1 
The decomposition of (Sub S, + , .) given by Theorem 6.1 induces a 
decomposition of its subalgebra (Fg S, + , .). The image of Fg S in In S 
under 1 consists of the set Fmi S of those initial subsemilatticcs U of S 
having a finite set M(U) of maximal elements, since M( 1 K) G K for K in 
Fg S. Note that Fmi S is a sublattice of (In S, + ,.). Proposition 6.4 below 
shows that each 1 -libre in Fg S has a lower semimodular lattice structure. 
The following lemma is a necessary preliminary. 
LEMMA 6.3. Zf K covers L in (Fg S, < + ), then there is an element k of K 
such that K=L u {k}. 
Proof: Since K> + L, there is an element k of K not in L. Since K 
covers L,K=L+(k}=Lu{k}ukL.SupposekL~Lv(k},i.e.,3l~L. 
kl$Lu (k}. Then L<+ L+ {kl}, and further L+ {kl} <+ L+ {k}, since 
otherwisekEL+ {kl}=Lu {kl} uklL=LvklL*3l’~L.k=kll’~ 
k,<kl<k=kI=k~Lv{k}, contrary to the choice of 1. But L<, L+ 
{ kl} < + L + (k} = K contradicts the hypothesis that K cover L, so that 
kL c L u {k} after all. n 
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PROPOSITION 6.4. The set offinite (possibly empty) subsemilattices of S 
forms a lower semimodular lattice (Fg S v {a}, + , n ) under + and set- 
theoretic intersection. Each fibre 1 -l(U) in (Fg S, +,.) forms a sublattice 
( 1 -l(U), +, n ) of this lattice, having 
h: 1 -‘(U)+N; KH JKJ - I(M(U))I 
as a height function. 
Proof Suppose K + L covers L in (Fg S, < + ). For lower semi- 
modularity it must be shown that K covers Kn L [ 1, 11.2.8; 2, Sect. 81. 
By Lemma 6.3, K+ L = L u {k} for some element k of K+ L. Then 
K- {k} c (K + L) - {k} = L, so that K - {k} E K n L. Conversely 
Kn L c L d k, so that Kn L = K- {k). It then follows immediately that K 
covers K n L. 
Now consider 1 -l(U) in Fg S for an initial subsemilattice U of S with a 
finite non-empty set M(U) of maximal elements. Since 1 K = U iff 
M(K) = M(U), the libre is closed under set-theoretic intersection, and thus 
forms a sublattice of (Fg Sv (a}, + , n ). The explicit form of the height 
function [2, Sect. I.31 is a consequence of Lemma 6.3 and the fact that 
(M(U) ) is the least element of ( 1 -l(U), + , n ). 1 
Theorem 6.8 below gives a construction method for recovering (Fg S, .) 
from the semilattice (Fg S, + ) and the decomposition of Fg S obtained 
from Theorem 6.1. The method works under appropriate conditions as 
follows. The partial order (Fg S, < +) is locally finite [ 1, p. 93, so one may 
consider its Hasse diagram [l, p. 101, the directed graph of its covering 
relation. The arrows of this graph connecting vertices lying in the same 
I-fibre are coloured red (for “revolutionary”). The other arrows are 
coloured blue (for “conservative”). One then reverses the direction of the 
red arrows, and preserves the direction of the blue arrows, to obtain a new 
directed graph. The reflexive transitive closure of the corresponding 
relation on Fg S turns out to be the relation <., and thus determines 
(Fg S, .). A finiteness hypothesis is needed for (Fg S, <.) to be obtainable 
in this way: for simplicity local finiteness of the partial order on the meet 
semilattice (S, . ) is assumed. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The partial order < on the meet semilattice (S, .) is 
locally finite if and only if the partial order <. on (Fg S, - ) is. 
Proof The partial order (S, < ) is embedded in (Fg S, <.) [20, (1.4); 
21, (2.2)], so (S, < ) is locally finite if (Fg S, <J is. Conversely, suppose 
(S, 6 ) is locally finite, and consider K<. L in Fg S. Let k, denote the 
minimum element Kn of K, and I,, . . . . I, the set of maximal elements of L. 
For an element h of a finite subsemilattice H of S with K <. H, one has that 
481/120/Z-3 
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k,h E KH = K, so that k, < k,h G/z. In particular k, < 1; for each i. Now by 
the local finiteness of (S, d ), each interval [k,, li] = {s E SI k, 6 s < li} is 
finite. Suppose further that KQ. H <. L. Then for h in H= HL, there is 
some I in L with h E Hl, i.e., h < 1. Thus h lies below some maximal element 
li of L, so that h E [k,, li]. Summarising, each finite subsemilattice H of S 
in the interval [K, L] of (Fg S, <.) is a subset of the finite set 
U;=, [k,, li]. Since there are only finitely many such subsets, the interval 
[K, L] is finite, as required. 1 
Note that if (S,.) is the semilattice IF4 with xy=min(x, y), then the 
interval [ {0}, { 1 }] of (Fg S, <.) contains (x} for each x in [0, 11. Here 
(Fg S, < + ) is locally finite, as usual, but (Fg S, <<. ) is not. 
LEMMA 6.6 [ 19, Corollary 2.51. Zf K covers L in one of the partial 
orders d +, 6. on Fg S, then K and L are comparable in the other. 
ProoJ: (i). Suppose K covers L in < + . Then L < + K, i.e., L + K = K, 
implies KL + K= K and L + LK= LK, whence L < + KL < + K. Since K 
covers L, either L = KL, i.e., L <* K, or K = KL, i.e., K <, L. 
(ii) Suppose K covers L in 6.. Then L <, K, i.e., KL = L, implies 
K+L=K+KL=K(K+L) and L(K+L)=LK+L=L, whence L<.K+ 
L <. K. Since K covers L, either L = K + L, i.e., K-C + L, or K = K + L, i.e., 
L-C, K. 
LEMMA 6.7. Zf K covers L in the partial order 6. on Fg S, and 
J K# IL, then K also covers L in the partial order 6 + . 
Proof: By Lemma 6.6, K and L are comparable in < +. By 
Corollary 6.2, L < + K. Since (Fg S, < + ) is locally finite, there is a sub- 
semilattice K’ such that L < + K’< + K and R covers L in <+. By 
Lemma 6.6 either L-q K’ or K’ <. L. Now if R <. L, i.e., LR = ZC, then 
L = LK = L(K+ K) = L + K’ = K’, a contradiction. Thus L <. K’. Further, 
since L <* K, one has L 6. KK’ <. K, whence KK’= K or KK’ = L.. But 
KZC = L is impossible, since KK’ = (K+ R)K’ = KK’ + R, i.e., ZC’ < + Kr, 
and L < + K’. Thus KK’ = K, i.e., K < + R. By Corollary 6.2, J K’ = 1 K. By 
Lemma 6.3 there is an element m of K’ such that K’ = L 111 {m}. Since 
1 R = 1 K # 1 L, the element m is a maximal element of K. Let 
H= K- {m}, a subsemilattice of S. Then HK= H(H c, {m})=Hu 
Hm = H, so that H <. K. Further, L E HL c KL = L, whence L <. H. Since 
K covers L in <., it follows that L = H = K- {m}, i.e., K’ = K. Since K’ 
was chosen to cover L in <+, one has that K covers L in <+, as 
required. 1 
THEOREM 6.8. Let the partial order < on the meet semilattice (S, .) be 
locally $nite. Let ker 1 be the kernel congruence qf the meet-distributive 
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bisemilattice homomorphism 1: (Fg S, + , .) + (In S, + , - ). Define relations 
c,and <,onFgSbysetting <,=<,.nkerJ,andL-~~KtffKcoversL 
in <+ and /K# IL. Then th e relation <. on Fg S is the transitive closure 
Tr( cb v > ,) of the union of <b and the converse >, of -cr. 
Proof By Theorem 6.1 the 1 -tibres are semilattices, so >r c <.. 
Suppose L cb K. By Corollary 6.2, L %. K, so by Lemma 6.6, L <. K. Thus 
<b u >r s <.. Since <. iS transitive, it fOIIOWS that Tr( cb u >,) 5 c.. 
Conversely, suppose that K-C. K’. By Proposition 6.5 there is a positive 
integer n and a chain of finite subsemilattices Ki of S such that 
K=K,<,K,<, ... <. K,- , <. K,, = K’, where each Ki covers Ki- 1 in <. 
for i = 1, . . . . n. Then by Lemma 6.6 either K,- 1 > + K, or Kim 1 < + Ki. If 
Ki- i > + Ki, then by Corollary 6.2, Ki- i >, Kj. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.7, 
Ki covers Kim 1 in 6 + , so that Kip, <b Ki. Thus <. sTr( <b u >,). 1 
7. DECOMPOSITIONS OF IEO-SEMILATTICES OVER LATTICES 
For an idempotent entropic algebra A with projection 8: A --, S onto its 
greatest semilattice quotient, Theorem 4.1 decomposed the IEO-semilattice 
(Fg A, + , Q) over the meet-distributive bisemilattice (Fg S, + , . ). Then 
Theorem 6.1 induced a decomposition of (Fg S, + , a) over the distributive 
lattices (Fmi S, + ,.). Putting these two decompositions together gives a 
distributive lattice decomposition 
cl:(FgA, +,Q)-+(FmiS, +,Q); Gt+ JGO (7.1) 
of the IEO-semilattice (Fg A, + , Q). The current section examines two 
construction methods associated with this decomposition: a Plonka sum 
construction for the a-libres, and the promised recovery of the semilattice 
(Fg A, + ) from the decomposition in Theorem 4.1 paralleling the recovery 
of the SZ-reduct (Fg A, 52) given in Theorem 4.2. The Plonka sum construc- 
tion for the a-libres is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let V be a variety of idempotent entropic algebras having 
non-regular fibres over semilattices. Let A be a V-algebra, and 8: A + S the 
projection onto its greatest semilattice quotient. Let U be an initial 
subsemilattice of S with only finitely many maximal elements. Then the 
IEO-semilattice (a-‘( LJ), +, Q) is a Plonka sum over the subsemilattice 
(1 -‘VW of (Fg S.1. 
Proof Theorem 4.2 shows that there is a functor F from ( 1 -l(U), .) to 
the category of Q-algebras by which (acl( U), Q) is a Plonka sum. It 
remains to show that F is a functor to the corresponding category of 
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IEO-semilattices by which (a-‘( U), + , Q) is a Plonka sum. Certainly each 
(0 -i(K), + ) is a semilattice, and by Corollary 4.3 the QKSL for L <. K are 
+-homomorphisms. Now suppose G” and G’ are finitely generated 
subalgebras of A with G”cr = G’cr. Then 1 (GV)= 1 (G’e), whence by 
Theorem 6.1 G”B. G’0 = G”8+ G’8. It must be shown that G” + G’ in 
(Fg A, + ) is G”@GOB,GOB.G,B + G’@G,B,GOB.G,B in @-‘(Go0 .G’e). But this 
latter sum is just 
or, by (4.21, 
bl -%4g, g.we,gl ...gnoO.g;.-.g;we-g; ...g;we 
OEQ, ar(o)=n;g,EG’uG’, g<EGi}. 
By (3.2) the typical element of this set is 
g1 -%4g, . ..g.we,g, ~~.g”oo.g;...g,ol?.g; .~.&Oll 
= g1 . . .g,wgl” . . . g,“wpg; . ..g.opg, . ..g.op~G” +G’. 
Conversely, suppose g, . ..g.,wEG’+G’. NOW g,EG”uG’ -gitkGoou 
G’ecGoe.G’e~3giEG’.gie=gpe.gje. Then g, ...g,we=g, . ..g.we. 
g,” ...g;we.g; -&we, and g, -g,,w=g, -g,,wd, ,... g.08.g ,... gnoe= 
&B 
... gndg I... g,we,g, -..g.oo.g;...g;we.g; . ..g.oo E G”@~v,m.m + 
G’B. G”B G’l?, completing the proof of the required equality. 1 
The construction method for recovering (Fg A, + ) from the decom- 
position in Theorem 4.1 is based on the “revolutionary/conservative” 
method of Theorem 6.8, and thus demands a finiteness assumption. It also 
uses the functor yielding the Plonka sum in Theorem 4.2, in particular 
regarding the (graphs of the) homomorphisms @K,L arising there for 
L <. K as subsets of 0 -l(K) x 0 -l(L). Theorem 7.1 supplies the infor- 
mation about the + -reducts of the cl-libres needed to apply Theorem 7.2. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let V be a variety of idempotent entropic algebras having 
non-regular fibres over semilattices. Let A be a V-algebra having 8: A + S as 
projection onto its greatest semilattice quotient. Let >B denote the union of 
the graphs of the homomorphisms @,,,, for those ordered pairs (K, L) of 
Jinite subsemilattices of S for which K covers L in (Fg S, < + ) and 
J K # 4 L. Let ker a be the kernel congruence of the homomorphism a of 
(7.1), and let >R = > + n ker a. Then ly the order relation > + on Fg A is 
locally finite, it is obtained as the transitive closure Tr( >B v >R) of the 
union of >B and >R. 
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Proof: Clearly >R E > + . Suppose G >B G’ for finitely generated 
subalgebras G, G’ of A. Let K = GO, L = G’8. Then K covers L in 
(Fg S, < +) and 1 K # 1 L, so by Lemma 6.6 and Corollary 6.2, L es K. 
Further, G’ = G@, L = { gd,,, ge., 1 g E G, I E L }. Consider the typical 
element gd,,, gO.[ of G’. Now gtI. 1 E K. L = L c K = GB implies there is an 
element g’ of G with g’B = go. I. Then by (3.2), gb,,,,, ., = g4,,, g,B = 
g’gp E G. Thus G > + G’. This shows that >B u >R = > + , whence 
Tr( >B u >R) C_ > + , since > + is transitive. 
Conversely, suppose G and G’ are finitely generated subalgebras of A for 
which G covers G’ in (Fg A, < + ). If Ga = G’a, then G >R G’. If not, then 
Ga # G’a, so that 1 K # J L for K= GO, L = G’O. Since G > + G’, it follows 
that K> + L. Further, K must cover L in (Fg S, < + ), for if not, say 
K>+ H>+ L, one may choose H to cover L, and then H=Li, {h} by 
Lemma 6.3. Since h E K= GO, there is element g of G with ge = h. Then 
(G’+{g})e=L+{h}=H, so G>+G’+{g}>+G’, a contradiction. 
Now since K covers L in < + , one has that G >B GO,,. It will be shown 
that G’ = GO,,,. Certainly, since >B E > + , one has that G > + GaK,,. 
Now let g be an element of G’; as such, it is also an element of 
G. Further, gtI E G’8 = L. Then g = g#,,, gB = g$gO, gO .gO E G@,,. Thus 
G > + G@, L > G’. Since G covers G’ in (Fg A, < + ), one has that 
GO K,L = G’, whence G >B G’. Summarising, if G covers G’ in (Fg A, 6 + ), 
then G( >R u >B)G’. By the local tinitenes of > + , it follows that 
> + c Tr( >R u >B), as required to complete the proof. 1 
8. AN ILLUSTRATION 
Let V be the variety of right normal bands, i.e., of idempotent 
semigroups satisfying the identity xyz = yxz. By [7, Corollary IVS.lS], 
this variety has non-regular libres over semilattices, the Iibres being right 
zero semigroups satisfying the identity xy = y. Thus Theorem 3.2 applies, 
the operation p of (3.1) just being multiplication. The top of Fig. 1 displays 
the right normal band A = {a, b, c, d, e, f} as a PIonka sum of right zero 
semigroups {a, b}, {c, d}, {e, f} over the semilattice S= {s, t, u}. For 
example, cf = c(f#u.,) = cd = d. The “boxes” are the Mbres. Below this, 
Fig. 1 shows the Hasse diagrams of the join and meet reducts of the meet- 
distributive bisemilattice (Fg S, + , a). The subsemilattices, such as {s, u}, 
are written as concatenations of their elements, such as SU. The projection 7c 
onto (S, .,.) as in Section 5 is shown by projecting the Hasse diagrams 
towards the bottom right hand corner, while projection onto the three- 
element chain (Fmi S, +, .) as in Section 6 is shown by projecting the 
Hasse diagrams towards the bottom left hand corner. Covering pairs 
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related by xr as in Theorem 6.8 are joined by plain lines, and pairs related 
by cb are joined by crossed lines. As an illustration of Theorem 6.8, one 
obtains (s} <. {s,u> from {s} cb {s, t} cb {s, t, U} >r {s, u}. The bottom 
of Fig. 1 displays part of (Fg A,. ) as a Plonka sum over (Fg S, . ), according 
to Theorem 4.2. For clarity @-‘({t}) has been omitted. By Corollary 4.5 
the @-fibres, represented b(y the “boxes,” are themselves right zero 
semigroups, since the identity xy = y is subregular and linear. As an 
illustration of Theorem 7.1, one obtains {a, b, e} + {d, f} = {a, b, c, e} + 
{b, 4 f} = {a, 6, c, d, e, f}. A s an illustration of Theorem 7.2, one obtains 
{a, b, e} > + (u} from {a, b, e} @,,,, = {a, b} >R (0). 
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